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“Providing unparalleled learning 
and networking opportunities 

for procurement 
professionals and those 

who supply them”



OVERVIEW

PASA events provide procurement professionals,
suppliers and other stakeholders with a host of
opportunities for learning and networking.

The different types of event provide different
experiences, some more directly relevant to
particular levels of experience and responsibility,
issues, sectors or categories of supply.

But what they all have in common is that they
are a great place to share knowledge, ideas and
experience, to learn from and benchmark 
yourself and your organisation against your 
peers, and to make new contacts and build 
networks.

Are you passionate about procurement? Do you
have real-world experience, insights, valuable
lessons and effective business techniques you
would like to share? If the answer’s yes and you’re
interested in speaking at an event anywhere in
Australia or New Zealand, we are keen to hear 
from you. 

PASA speakers are experienced, compelling 
experts and innovative thought leaders who 
can get a room full of ambitious professionals 
thinking. The aim of PASA events is to inform and 
equip delegates to return to their company with 
new ideas and a fresh perspective on delivering 
quality to the role of procurement.

Whether you have a specific topic in mind or 
would like to discuss getting involved with 
delivering a thought provoking discussion at an 
event, conference or workshop, please get in 
touch.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

PASA events provide unmatched opportunities
for direct engagement and brand building with
procurement practitioners from both the public
and private sectors. Whether you prefer direct
interaction with scheduled one-to-one meetings 
at one of our Exchange events, or brand 
building, lead generating and other networking 
opportunities, we will have an event and package 
to meet your needs.

Each event offers a range of sponsorship and
exhibition opportunities and we can discuss 
tailormade packages across multiple events to 
suit your needs and budgets.

Contact Us
www.procurementandsupply.com
Sponsorship information
Deanna McConville | 0490 803 313
deanna@pasa.net.au

ABOUT PASA

PASA is a trading name of BTTB Marketing, for
many years recognised as the leading producer
of conferences and events for the procurement
profession in Australia and New Zealand. Whether
producing under the BTTB, CIPSA Conferences
or now PASA brands over the last ten years, our
events have consistently led the market in 
terms of both educational and networking 
opportunities.

SPEAKING OPPORTUNITIES



2022 PASA Conferences 
Schedule

WHEN EVENT WHERE

3-Mar IT Day Virtual

10-Mar New Zealand Big Brekky Auckland 

15-Mar Brisbane Big Brekky Brisbane 

17-18 Mar CPO Exchange 11 Gold Coast

23-24 Mar Aged Care Procurement Sydney 

31-Mar Perth Big Brekky Perth 

11-12 May ProcureTECH '22 Virtual

19-May Adelaide Big Brekky Adelaide

24-May Energy Day Virtual

8-9 June The Procurement Manager’s Summit Virtual

28-Jul Fleet Day Virtual

11-12 Aug CPO Exchange - Health Procurement  Sydney 

18-Aug Brisbane Big Brekky Brisbane 

25-Aug FM/Property Day Virtual

8-9 Sep BTTB-GBTA Travel Sydney 

12-13 Oct PASA 9th Premier ConfeX 
… including The Nigels 

Melbourne 

27-Oct Perth Big Brekky Perth 

tba H&H PPE Day Virtual

4-5 Nov CPO Exchange 13  Gold Coast

9-10 Nov Aged Care Procurement Melbourne 

15-16 Nov Sustainability TODAY Virtual

24-Nov Auckland Brekky - NZ Auckland 


